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3 Claims. 
This invention relates to improvements in col 

lapsible or knock-down boxes for a full display of 
the contents thereof, the contents being confined 
therein by a transparent wrapping sheet envelop 
ing the open or face side of the carton or by a 
windowed slide sleeve as a removable closure for 
the carton. The carton is of hollow or double 
wall formation to give a framing width dimen 
sion thereto, thereby materially adding to the at 
tractiveness of the package, as well as increasing 
its strength and cushioning the contents to pro 
tect the same against injury in shipping or han 
dling. 
An object of the invention is to provide a double 

or hollow wall, collapsible or knock-down carton 
which can be easily and conveniently erected, 
several walls of which are erected by merely 
swinging the same from their flat, knock-down 
position to the perpendicular, and locking the 
same in their erected position in erecting ad 
joining Walls. . . . . 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

double or hollow wall, collapsible or knock-down 
carton, the double wall structure increasing the 
strength of the box, cushioning the contents to 
prevent its injury, more efficiently packaging the 
contents against deterioration and Spoil, and per 
mitting the use of a lighter weight, paperboard 
material in the manufacture of the carton, bring 
ing about its reduction in cost. 
Various other features and advantages will be 

more fully set forth in a description of the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the improved 
carton in erected position, with the upper open 
face side sealed by a slip-in cover. 

Figure 2 is a perspective view similar to Figure 
with the carton enveloped with a transparent 

sheet wrapper for a full view of the contents. 
Figure 3 is a section on line 3-3, Figure 1. 
Figure 4 is a section on line 4-4, Figure 2. 
Figure 5 is a plan view of the carton blank with 

one of the double side walls folded to its knock 
down position, with the inner wall thereof at its 
longitudinal edge adhesively secured to the up 
per or inner side of the carton bottom. 

Figure 6 is a plan view of the closure blank em 
ployed in sealing the contents of the carton, as 
illustrated in Figures 1 and 3. 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the carton in a 
partially erected condition. 

Figure 8 is a view similar to Figure 7, showing 
the same in a further stage of erection. 

Figure 9 is a section through a corner of the 
carton partially erected. 

(C. 229-34) 
Figure 10 is an inside perspective view of a 

corner of the carton completely erected. 
- Figure 11 is a section on line fl-I, Figure 10. 
Figure 12 is a section on line f2-2, Figure 10. 
Figure 13 is a central section through an end is 

portion of a modified form of carton. 
Figure 14 is a perspective view of a modified 

form of carton closure, Referring to the drawings, particularly Figure 
5, a carton blank formed of a single sheet of 10 
paperboard material is disclosed, died or cut out 
to a definite outline configuration, punched and 
Score marked or lined to provide a panel or bot 
tom for the carton and, in the blank, located 
intermediately thereof and, as illustrated, rec- 16 
tangular, bounded by the score lines 2 and join 
ing with the opposite side walls 3-3 and Opposite . 
end walls 4-4. . . 
The opposite side walls 3-3 are of duplicate 

formation and therefore will be described in the 20 
singular, each as a side extension of the panel, 
Subdivided by score lines into a plurality of wall 
Sections, consisting of a pair of companion wall 
Sections, as an outer wall section 5 and an inner 
Wall Section 5 in parallel arrangement, joined 25 
by an intermediate or connecting wall sections of 
a width dimension defined by a spacing of para 
lel score lines 7-7 hingedly joining the wail sec 
tions 5, 5, adapting the same, when erected, to 
provide a double or tubular side wall. 3) 
The outer side wall section 5 joins or is in im 

mediate connection with the bottom and folds 
at an angle thereto on the score line 2, dividing 
the bottom land outer wall section 5. The outer 
Wall Section 5, when the sections are erected, is 35 
located at the outer side of the carton, while the 
inner wall section 5 is at the inner side, over the 
bottom, to which it is permanently adhesively se 
cured. . 

The connecting wall section 6, when the wall 40 
Sections are erected, bridges the same and forms 
the top face for the double wall. The inner wall 
section 5, along its longitudinal extremity, has a 
pasting flap 8 extended therefrom, folding along 
a Score line 9, dividing the flap from the wall 
section. The pasting flap, in the manufacture of 
the box, is permanently adhesively secured to the 
upper side of the bottom and extends inwardly. 
thereof for convenience in machine pasting and 50 
securing. This presents the wall sections 5 and 
5 in a knock-down condition of the carton, in a 
superposed relation with the inner wall section 5a 
and including the connecting wall section 6, in a 
plane parallel with the bottom, in an overlapped is 
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position thereof, as shown in Figure 5, for one of 
the double side walls. - 
The wall sections 5 and 5, at their opposite 

longitudinal ends or extremities, are provided 
with end wall tucking flaps -f and 2-2 re 
spectively. The tucking flaps ll and 2, for the 
respective wall sections, are shown relatively of 
different length, which feature, however, is mere 
ly arbitrary. The tucking flaps if and 2 fold 
or bend inwardly in erecting the walls at right 
angles to the wall sections, of which they form an 
extension, each along a score line 3. 
The tucking flaps 2-2, projecting from the 

relative opposite ends of the inner wall Section 
5, respectively at their inner side or edge, are 
each provided with a spacing flap 4 longitudi 
nally therewith and foldable along a score line 
5 at right angles to the tucking flap, of which 

they are a part, to extend inwardly of the top 
edge of the flap in the erected position of the walls 
and in a parallel relation to the bottom, to serve 
as a spacer for the wall sections of an end double 

f 

wall, between which it is tucked. The spacer 
flaps 4, however, may be eliminated and are not 
present in some views of the drawings repre 
sentative of modifications, when the Sections of 
the end walls are not spaced to produce a hollow 
wall structure and disposed in simulation of a 
plural ply wall structure. 
The opposite double side walls 3-3 are easily 

erected without any appreciable fingering, by 
merely swinging the same from their collapsed 
position horizontally with the bottom upwardly, 
to a position at an angle to the bottom, whereby 
the Wall sections self-assume their spaced relation 
to form a hollow wall structure. 
The opposite end walls of the carton, as the 

side walls, are of duplicate formation and there 
fore will be described in the singular, each as an 
end extension of the panel, subdivided by Score 
lines into a plurality of wall sections, comprising 
a pair of wall sections designated according to the 
relative positions they assume when the carton is 
erected. Thus are provided an Outer Wall Sec 
tion 6, immediately joining with the bottom , 
and an inner wall section 6, of lesser longitu 
dinal dimension than its companion wall section 
6, joining therewith by an intermediate connect 
ing wall section 7, divided from the connected 
wall sections by spaced parallel score lines 8-8, 
along which the several walls fold respectively in 
the wall erection. 
The intermediate or connecting wall section , 

at its opposite longitudinal ends, is cut angularly 
5 5 to give a miter corner joint effect to the top mar 

: gins or width faces of the hollow walls when the 

60 

The inner wall section f6, at each of its oppo 
site longitudinal ends, is respectively provided 
with a pair of flaps 9 and 20. The flap 9 quali 
fies as a spacer flaps for the wall sections 6 and 
6a and folds inwardly at right angles to the inner 

wall section 6 to extend between the inner and 
outer wall sections S, 6 and beneath the spacer 
flap 14 on a tucking flap 2 of a side wail section. 
The flap 20 provides a locking flap engaging into 
a slot 2 in an adjoining end of an inner wall 
section 5a of a double side wall. Anotch is cut 

... tionally secure. 

so that the tailing formed thereby is not com 
pletely cut out, this feature being of advantage 
in bracing the locking flap 20 when engaged into 
the notch, making the locking connection addi 
The inner wall section. 6a, along its longitu 

dinal edge or extremity, is provided with a base 

2,116,518 
spacer flap 22, folded at right angles to the inner 
wall section it, to which it joins along a score 
line 23, and in an Outward direction directly over 
the bottom to lie between the inner and outer 
wall sections. The various spacing flaps mate 
rally reinforce the double wall structure and limit 
outward movement of the inner wall section f6 
when the Wall Sections are erected, and, with the 
aid of the locking flap, offer rigidity to the hollow 
wall structure. 
The flaps act as struts, connecting the inner 

and Outer Wall sections, and administer a binding 
pressure to the locking flaps when engaged into 
their respective notches. The locking flaps also 
secure the inner wall section against upward dis 
placement, which in turn prevents outward swing 
of the side walls Sustained in their erected posi 
tion by the tucking flaps and 2 projected with 
in the hollow of an adjoining end wall. 
By Omitting the spacer flaps from the several 

wall Sections, the tucking flaps and wall sections 
can be brought intimately together, as illustrated 
in Figure 13, thereby forming a plural ply wall, 
which somewhat simplifies the assembly or erec 
tion, and in such case the Spacer flap 22 is turned 
inWardly in edge-abutting contact with an end 
cross edge of a pasting flap 8. 
The carton can be wrapped, closed or envel 

oped in various ways, several methods being here 
in disclosed. These methods are selective to meet 
trade preferences, kinds of goods packed, and 
carton sizes. . 

In Figures 1 and 3 the carton is provided with 
a removable closure 24, illustrated in detail Figure 
6, constituting a single sheet of paperboard ma-. 
terial cut to an outline configuration to form a 
rectangular panel bounded by tucking flaps 25. 
The tucking flaps are folded at right angles to the 
panel and the closure applied to the carton by 
inserting the flaps between the inner side of the 
walls of the carton and the merchandise, as illus 
trated in Figure 3. The closure panel is shown 
Solid, although it may contain a windowed open 
ing by cutting an opening in the panel and screen 
ing the same with a transparent sheet adhesively 
secured to the underside of the panel across the 
Opening. 

Figures 2 and 4 disclose a transparent sheet 
wrapping 26 as a closure for the carton, which 
Spreads Over the open top thereof and about the 
exterior of the side walls, lapping over the mar 
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gins of the exterior side of the bottom to which 
it is adhesively secured. 
properly applied, hermetically seals the contents 
within the carton, as well as furnishes a full 
view of the contents, or an upper layer therein 

carton is erected, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. when plural there packed. It will be observed 
from Figure 4 that the paperboard closure 24 
is utilized as a liner for the carton. 

Figure i4 discloses the carton as enclosed by 

This method, when 
5 

60 

a windowed sleeve, slidably engaged over the 
CartOn. 
To erect the carton from its flat or knock-down 

... condition, the scaper flaps 4 on the tucking flaps 
5 of the double side walls are bent upwardly to : 
a vertical position. ..In fact, all of the tucking 
flaps may be initially bent upwardly at one-time 
and prior to folding the walls. The opposite side 
walls are then pressed upwardly to a perpendic 
'ular position and held erect, as by one hand of 
the operator, or may be inserted into a holding 
block, or cage to allow the use of both hands, 
in erecting the end walls. The tucking flaps, at 
one end of the carton, are then turned inwardly 
or at right angles to the side walls, whereupon 75 
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the end wall sections are folded upwardly, bring 
ing the inner end wall section 6 inwardly and 
then in an arc downwardly and outwardly about 
the tucking flaps fl-2 until the locking flaps 
20 are brought into interlocked position with the 

, notches 2. 
The extended spacing of the wall sections adds 

materially to the appearance of the package when 
viewed from the top open side thereof, provid 
ing a marginal border around the contents, avail 
able for printing or embellishment in color to in 
crease its esthetic value. 
The double wall formation provides an insulat 

ing space surrounding the Contents, and by wrap 
ping or enveloping the carton with a transparent 
non-moisture penetrating sheet adhesively sealed, 
the contents is very effectively protected from 
the atmosphere, thereby holding the freshness of 
an edible product packaged therein for a longer 
period. The double wall structure enables the 
carton to be manufactured from an exceedingly 
thin or light-weight paper or cardboard stock, 
bearing a lower material cost and of ample dur 
ability required for the merchandise packed 
therein. The structure of the package thus makes 
it permissible to use a light-weight stock having 
a high surface finish, not commercially available 
in heavier grades of stock, which would be re 
quired for a single wall structure of equal tensile 
strength. The higher surface finish renders pos 
sible the production of higher quality printing 
or lithographing. 
Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. A carton made from a single sheet blank of 

card or paperboard material, comprising, a rec 
tangular panel forming the bottom of the carton, 
extensions respectively from each side of the rec 
tangular panel, each extension subdivided into 
sections by parallel scored lines, along, which 
the sections are folded for erecting the same into 
a hollow wall of spaced inner and outer Wall 
sections, an intermediate wall section joining 
said inner and outer wall sections, and a flap 
section joining with the inner wall section for 
overlying the bottom panel, the flaps for two 
opposed side walls of the carton permanently Se 
cured to the bottom panel and the flaps for the 
end was respectively folded to overlie the bottom 
panel and provide a spacer for the inner and 
outer wall sections, the inner wall sections for 
the two opposed end walls of the carton of 
lesser longitudinal dimensions than their rela 
tive outer wall sections, and the intermediate 

3 
connecting wall section thereof having their op 
posite ends cut on a bias. 

2. A carton made from a single sheet blank of 
card or paperboard material, comprising, a rec 
tangular panel forming the bottom of the carton, 
extensions respectively from each side of the rec 
tangular panel, each extension subdivided into 
sections by parallel scored lines, along which the 
sections are folded for erecting the same into a 
hollow wall of spaced inner and outer wall sec O 
tions, an intermediate wall section joining said . 
inner and outer wall sections, and a flap section 
joining with the inner Wall section for overlying 
the bottom panel, the flaps for two opposed side 
walls of the carton permanently secured to the 
bottom panel and the flaps for the end walls re 
spectively folded to overlie the bottom panel and 
provide a spacer for the inner and Outer Wall 
sections, the inner Wall Sections for the two Op 
posed end walls of the carton of lesser longitu 
dinal dimension than their relative Outer Wall 
sections, and the intermediate connecting wall 
sections thereof having their opposite ends cut 
on a bias, and tabs at the opposite ends of Said 
inner wall sections of the end walls of the carton, 
foldable for respectively spacing the inner and 
outer wall sections when the walls are erected. 

3. A carton made from a single sheet blank of 
card or paperboard material, comprising, a rect 
tangular panel forming the bottom of the carton, 
extensions respectively from each side of the 
rectangular panel, each extension subdivided into 
sections by parallel scored lines, along which the 
sections are folded for erecting the Same into a 
hollow wall of spaced inner and outer wall sec 
tions, an intermediate wall section joining said 
inner and outer wall sections, and a flap section 
joining with the inner wall section for overlying 
the bottom panel, the flaps for two opposed side 
walls of the carton permanently Secured to the 
bottom panel and the flaps for the end walls re 
spectively folded to overlie the bottom panel and 
provide a spacer for the inner and outer Wall 
sections, the inner wall sections for the two op 
posed end walls of the carton of lesser longitu 
dinal dimension than their relative Outer Wall 
sections, and the intermediate connecting Wall 
sections thereof, having their Opposite ends cut 
on a bias, and locking tabs at the opposite ends 
of said inner wall sections of the end walls of the 
carton, interlocking with an inner wall section 
respectively of the side walls of the carton. 
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